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Abstra t
Joint sour e- hannel de oding is onsidered for a transmission system, in whi h the quantizer
indi es of several auto orrelated sour e signals are bit-interleaved, ommonly hannel en oded,
and transmitted in parallel. Sin e the optimal de oding algorithm is not feasible in most pra ti al
situations, iterative sour e- hannel de oding has been introdu ed. The latter is generalized in
the present paper. Furthermore, it is shown in detail, that iterative sour e- hannel de oding an
be derived by insertion of appropriate approximations into the optimal joint de oding algorithm.
The approximations allow the de omposition of the optimal de oder into two parts, whi h an
be identi ed as the onstituent de oders for the hannel- ode and the sour e- ode redundan ies.
Similar as in other on atenated oding systems, the onstituent de oders are applied in an
iterative de oding s heme. Its performan e is analyzed by simulation results.

Resume
Dans et arti le, nous onsiderons le de odage onjoint sour e- anal pour un systeme de
transmission, dans lequel les indi es des quanti ateurs de plusieurs sour es auto- orrelees sont
entrela es bit par bit, odes ensemble par un odage anal, et transmis en parallele. Comme
l'algorithme de de odage optimal est trop omplexe, le de odage iteratif sour e- anal est introduit et generalise dans et arti le. De plus, nous demontrons en detail que le de odage sour e- anal
iteratif peut se deduire apres quelques approximations de l'algorithme de de odage onjoint optimal. Ces approximations permettent la de omposition du de odeur optimal en deux parties
que l'on peut identi er omme les de odeurs onstituants prenant en ompte respe tivement la
redondan e du odage anal et la redondan e residuelle du odage sour e. Comme dans d'autres
systemes on atenes de odage, les de odeurs onstituants sont utilises dans un pro essus de
de odage iteratif. Les performan es sont analysees gr^a e aux resultats de simulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In pra ti al ommuni ation systems, espe ially in mobile telephony appli ations,
the blo k-length for sour e and hannel oding is limited due to omplexity and
delay onstraints. Therefore, the data-bits that are issued by a sour e en oder
usually ontain residual redundan ies, i.e., sour e oding an not be arried out
perfe tly in the sense of information theory. Furthermore, \perfe t" hannel odes
are also only a hievable with in nite blo k-length, i.e., the output bits of a pra ti al
hannel de oder are not error-free, even if the ode rate resides below the hannel
apa ity. Thus, the appli ation of the separation theorem of information theory is
not really justi ed in pra ti e.
In order to improve the performan e of ommuni ation systems without sa ri ing resour es like bandwidth or transmission power, a lot of authors have onsidered
joint sour e- hannel oding and de oding.
One dire tion of joint sour e- hannel oding is given by hannel-optimized ve tor quantization [1℄, [2℄, and related approa hes like optimization of the indexassignments, e.g., [3℄. These te hniques onsider the bit-error probability that is to
be expe ted in the data bits at the re eiver side, possibly after a separate hannel
de oding step, in the design of the quantizer tables and the index-assignments for
the reprodu tion levels, i.e., the transmitter is adapted to the hannel.
However, mu h work in the area and also this paper on entrate on the re eiver
side, espe ially on joint sour e- hannel de oding (JSCD). The key-idea of JSCD is
to exploit the residual redundan ies in the data bits to improve the overall quality
of the transmission. In the past, two main approa hes ould be distinguished:
June 5, 2001
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In the rst type, the residual redundan ies in the data bits are used as a-priori
information in hannel de oding in order to redu e the bit-error rate after de oding.
One example is sour e- ontrolled hannel de oding stated in [4℄ for the de oding of
binary onvolutional hannel odes. The idea has been extended in [5℄ and [6℄ for
the use of non-binary a-priori information. The problem of these approa hes is, that
the a tual quality- riterion in the transmission of waveform signals (e.g., spee h,
audio) is not the bit-error probability, but the (possibly weighted) SNR between
the input of the transmitter and the output of the re eiver. However, powerful
hannel oding is required in su h systems, espe ially for wireless transmission.
The algorithms of the se ond lass pro ess reliability informations of the re eived
bits and statisti al a-priori information on the quantizer indi es to estimate the deoder output signal. Su h algorithms have been stated, e.g., in [7℄, [8℄, [9℄, [10℄.
The te hniques an be used after soft-output hannel de oding [11℄, [12℄ or without appli ation of any hannel ode. The a-posteriori probabilities (APPs) of the
quantizer indi es are omputed for the estimation rather than the APPs of single
index-bits, be ause the bit-APPs do not ontain the orrelation of the index-bits
due to a non-uniform probability distribution of the indi es, whi h usually results
from imperfe t sour e en oding. The drawba k of this approa h is, that a possibly
required hannel ode is de oded independently of this estimation pro edure.
Although both methods ould be ombined, e.g., by appli ation of the APRISOVA algorithm [4℄ for hannel de oding followed by the soft-bit sour e de oding
[9℄, there is still a separation between sour e and hannel de oding, sin e the hannel de oder does not take advantage of the results of soft-output sour e-de oding.
June 5, 2001
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In [13℄ an optimal algorithm for joint sour e- hannel de oding alled ChannelCoded Optimal Estimation (CCOE) was introdu ed, for a system with a single
quantizer index that is hannel-en oded by a systemati en oder. The algorithm
was generalized in [14℄ for non-systemati

hannel en oders and the transmission

of several quantizer indi es in parallel. A generalization for the appli ation of short
non-linear blo k odes has been stated in [15℄.
Channel-Coded Optimal Estimation fully loses the gap between the two approa hes mentioned above, sin e it exploits the reliabilities of the hannel outputbits, the hannel- ode redundan ies, and the residual sour e orrelations in one
step, and it allows to estimate the de oder-output signal dire tly. However, CCOE
has the drawba k of many optimal algorithms: It is not feasible for pra ti al systems due to its omplexity. Therefore, iterative sour e- hannel de oding (ISCD)
has been introdu ed in [16℄ and, more detailed, in [17℄, for systems with hannel
oding by a systemati en oder. For this spe ial ase, iterative sour e- hannel deoding has been formulated as an approximation of the optimal algorithm in [18℄.
An iterative approa h to sour e- hannel de oding has also been stated in [19℄.
In this paper, iterative sour e- hannel de oding (ISCD) is generalized for any
binary hannel ode. It is pra ti ally feasible, if a hannel ode is sele ted, for
whi h a symbol-by-symbol APP de oder an be implemented with realisti

om-

plexity. The ISCD-algorithm is no longer restri ted to the use of systemati hannel
en oders.
This paper is organized as follows: First, a model of a transmission system is
given, for whi h the optimal joint sour e- hannel de oding algorithm is shortly
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reviewed. Then, iterative sour e- hannel de oding is derived from the optimal
algorithm by insertion of appropriate approximations. The latter allows the deomposition of the optimal de oder into two omponents, whi h an be identi ed
as the onstituent de oders for the hannel- ode and the sour e- ode redundan ies.
Thus, new insight is gained into the relations of the optimal and the iterative deoding prin iples. Finally, after some remarks on erning the implementation, the
performan e of ISCD is analyzed by simulation results.
II. SYSTEM MODEL

Figure 1 shows the model of a transmission system that is used throughout the
paper. The input ve tors Xk1 ; :::; XkM have to be transmitted at ea h time k. The
ve tors an be thought of as M independent sour e-signals. In a pra ti al ase
they might also be the parameters1 of a spee h, audio, or image ode .
The input ve tors Xkj , j = 1; :::; M, are quantized (\sour e-en oded") by the
indi es Ikj by N j bits, j =1; :::; M. Although for ea h input ve tor Xkj , j = 1; :::; M;
a di erent number N j of bits an be used for the quantization, the number of
output bits is xed for ea h quantizer2 . Additionally, it is assumed that it is not
1

Usually, the ode -parameters are derived from a blo k of sour e-signal samples. For instan e, in

spee h oding the duration of a signal blo k is typi ally around 20ms.
2

The appli ations whi h are intended for the algorithms stated in this paper lie in the area of mobile

ommuni ations, e.g., spee h transmission. The possibility of variable-length en oding of the quantizer
indi es is not onsidered be ause of the well-known error-propagation and syn hronization problems due
to bit-errors. For instan e, this is the reason why pra ti al spee h en oders for mobile radio systems
usually do not use variable-length en oding of their quantizer indi es. The ombination of the algorithms
des ribed in this paper with more re ent approa hes of robust de oding of entropy- oded sour es is an
interesting topi for future work.
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possible to jointly en ode the input ve tors of several time-steps (whi h might be
desirable in order to a hieve more eÆ ient sour e-en oding) sin e this would ause
additional delay at the re eiver. This prerequisite is realisti in ommon two-way
ommuni ation s enarios, e.g., in telephony appli ations.
After sour e en oding the index-bits are interleaved3 ,

ommonly hannel-

P
j
en oded, and the odewords Vk = fvl;k 2f0; 1g; l =1; :::; NV g, NV >N = M
j =1 N ,

are transmitted over an AWGN- hannel. Coherently dete ted binary phase-shift
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Fig. 1. Model of the transmission system | Modele du systeme de transmission

keying is assumed for the modulation. Therefore, the onditional p.d.f. (probability
density f un

tion) of the re eived value v~l;k 2 IR at the hannel output, given that

the ode bit vl;k 2f0; 1g has been transmitted, is given by


p v~l;k jvl;k =

e

1 (~
2 vl;k
2n

p

0
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vl;k
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0
vl;k
=1

2

vl;k
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(1)

with the varian e n2 = 2NE0s . Es is the energy that is used to transmit ea h hannelode bit and N0 is the one-sided power spe tral density of the hannel noise. The
joint onditional p.d.f. p (V~k jVk ) that the ve tor V~k 2 IRNV has been re eived, given
that the odeword Vk 2f0; 1gNV was transmitted, equals the produ t of (1) over all
3

The interleaver, whi h is denoted by  (:), is treated as a part of the hannel en oder. Consequently,

it is \hidden" in the algorithms for hannel de oding in the sequel.
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NV ode-bits, sin e the hannel noise is \white" and normally distributed, i.e.,

p V~k jVk =

NV
Y
l=1



p v~l;k j vl;k :

(2)

If the signals Xkj are auto orrelated, adja ent indi es Ikj 1 , Ikj show dependen ies.
They are modeled by rst-order stationary Markov-pro esses, whi h are des ribed
by the index-transition probabilities P (Ikj = j jIkj 1 = j ), j ; j = 0; :::; 2N

j

1 and

j =1; :::; M. It is assumed that these probabilities and the probability-distributions
of the indi es are known. The indi es are assumed to be mutually independent.
This simpli es the analysis and the realization of sour e- hannel de oding, and
it is at least approximately ful lled in many pra ti ally relevant situations. For
instan e, it was shown in [20℄ that the quantizer indi es of CELP spee h ode s
[21℄ show relatively small mutual orrelations4 but some of them (e.g., the quantizer
indi es of the blo k-energy and the spe tral shape) are strongly auto orrelated over
a few adja ent time-steps (typi ally, a time-step orresponds to spee h frame with
a duration of 20ms). An appropriate model for this type of orrelation is given by
rst-order Markov-pro esses.
In the terminology of turbo- odes the oding s heme is serially on atenated
sin e the redundan ies of the indi es (i.e., the time-based dependen ies and the
non-uniform probability distributions) form the \outer" odes whi h are en oded
on e more by the \inner" hannel ode. The bit -interleaver was in luded, be ause
it is a well-known fa t that it improves the error- orre tion properties of on ate4

The ross- orrelations of the parameters of a sour e ode

an be exploited by ve tor quantization to

redu e the bit rate without the error-propagation problems whi h o ur in s hemes that also exploit the
auto orrelation of the parameters, e.g., by di erential en oding.
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nated hannel odes sin e the individual bits of the indi es, whi h are oupled by
the residual redundan ies (the \outer" odes) are spread by the bit-interleaver over
the whole range of input bits of the \inner" hannel ode. Additionally, the interleaver makes adja ent bits in a blo k independent, whi h is an assumption of the
frequently used APP de oding-algorithm in [11℄ (BCJR-algorithm).
On prin iple, it would be possible to use an interleaver-length that is larger than
the number of bits that have to be transmitted at ea h time step. However, this
ase is not onsidered in this paper sin e su h an interleaver would ause additional
delay.
III. OPTIMAL JOINT SOURCE-CHANNEL DECODING

For the system model stated above, the goal is to minimize the distortion of the
de oder output signals X~ kj due to the hannel noise, i.e., we would like to perform
optimal joint sour e- hannel de oding (JSCD) for a xed transmitter. This allows
to improve existing systems by the algorithms stated below with de oder-only
modi ations. The mathemati al formulation of the optimization riterion is given
by the onditional expe tation of the mean-squared error (a umulated over all
signal ve tors):
E

M
nX
j =1

X~ kj

Xqj (Ikj )

2
2

V~0k

o

! min :

~j
X
k

(3)

This distortion measure has to be minimized over the output ve tors X~ kj of the
joint sour e- hannel de oder. In (3), Xqj (Ikj ) is the entry with the index Ikj of the
quantization table, whi h is used by the sour e en oder to quantize the ve tor Xkj ,
and

V~0k = fV~k ; V~k ; :::; V~ g is the set of hannel words whi h were re eived up to
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the urrent time k.
Let the realizations  = f1 ; :::; M g of the set of indi es

Ik = fIk ; :::; IkM g; Ikj = fijl;k 2 f0; 1g; l = 1; :::; N j g

(4)

1

take on \values" from the set S , i.e.,  2 S , with

S = S  ::::  S M ; S j = f0; :::; 2N j 1g :

(5)

1

Then, the minimization (3) results in mean-square estimators for the signals X~ kj ,
even if the indi es are not mutually independent, i.e.,
X~ kj =

X

8j 2S j

Xqj (j )  P (Ikj =j j V~0k ) ; j = 1; 2; :::; M ;

(6)

with the index a-posteriori probabilities (APPs)
P (Ikj =j j V~0k ) :

(7)

Hen e, the a tual problem of joint sour e- hannel de oding is how to ompute (7).
Using the Bayes-rule, the index APPs (7) an be expressed as

j
j ~ ~k 1
~k j Ikj =j ; V~0k 1   p Ikj =j ; V~0k 1

p
I
=
;
V
;
V
p
V
k
0
k
k
P I = j V~0 =
=
:


p V~ k
p V~ k
j
k

j

0

0

(8)

This results in

p
P I = j V~0k =
j
k

j



V~0k 1
j
~k
  p V~k j Ik =j ; V
0
k
~
p V0

1

P

Ikj =j j V~0k

1 ;

(9)

whi h an be written more ompa t a ording to
P (Ikj =j j V~0k ) = Bk
June 5, 2001
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The term


Pa Ikj = j = P Ikj =j j V~0k 1

(11)

an be interpreted as index a-priori probability, sin e it is omputed only from
hannel words that have been re eived in the past, i.e., the information arried by
the urrently re eived hannel-word V~k is not used. The fa tor
p
Bk =

V~0k 1

p V~0k



(12)

does not depend on the random variable Ikj , i.e., it is a normalizing onstant, that
makes the left-hand side of (10) a true probability that sums up to one over all
possible values of Ikj . Thus, the p.d.f.s p

V~0k

1

and p

V~0k



do not have to

be expli itly omputed, sin e the normalization of (10) an be easily a hieved by
omputing Bk a ording to
,

Bk = 1

X

8j 2S j



p V~k j Ikj =j ; V~0k 1  Pa Ikj =j :

(13)

Considering the mutual independen e of the indi es and the Markov-models for
their time-based dependen ies, it an be shown by using the results5 in [14℄, that
the two terms on the right-hand side of (10) are given by
X X

p V~k j Ikj =j ; V~0k 1 ) =
:::
p V~k j Vk()
82S: j =j

for j



M
Y
m=1;
m6=j

(14)

2 S j , j = 1; 2; :::; M, and the index a-priori probabilities
 X
Pa Ikj =j =
P (Ikj =j jIkj 1 =j ) P (Ikj 1 =j jV~0k 1 ):
{z
}
|
8j 2S j
Markov-model

5



Pa Ikm = m ;

(15)

The optimal algorithm for joint sour e- hannel de oding has been stated in [14℄ and alled Channel-

Coded Optimal Estimation. In this paper, the general formula from [14℄ is used in a spe ialized form for
mutually independent quantizer indi es.
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The notation Vk() orresponds to the hannel odeword that results from some
input index- ombination

 2 S . No restri tions apply for the hannel ode and

the hannel en oder, i.e., the result is quite general. Additionally, it should be
noti ed that the index a-priori probabilities (15) are omputed from the \old" index
APPs (10) at time k 1, i.e., the equations (10), (14), and (15) form a re ursion
that allows the omputation of the index APPs using only the known quantities,
whi h were de ned in se tion II. At k = 0, the \old" APPs are initialized by the
\un onditioned" probability distributions of the indi es in order to ompute (15)
for the rst time.
IV. ITERATIVE SOURCE-CHANNEL DECODING

The optimal algorithm for JSCD stated in se tion III is pra ti ally not feasible,
if realisti numbers of index-bits are rst spread by an interleaver and then are
ommonly hannel en oded. This is due to the tremendous omplexity of the
summation in (14), whi h is taken over all possible ombinations of the indi es,
ex luding only the index Ikj under onsideration.
On prin iple, the a-posteriori probabilities (10) an be omputed by the symbolby-symbol APP-algorithm in [11℄ (BCJR-algorithm), if a non-binary hannel ode
is used, with ode-symbols that are mat hed to the numbers of bits in the quantizer
indi es. In this approa h, the bits annot be interleaved prior to hannel en oding,
be ause the goal is to exploit the a-priori probabilities of the indi es in one step
of the trellis of the non-binary ode. Thus, the overall on atenated ode has
worse distan e properties than a s heme with an interleaver. Additionally, the
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implementation of an APP-de oder for a non-binary hannel ode is pra ti ally
feasible only for a small number of bits (e.g., two or three) in the ode-symbols.
Nonetheless, pra ti al sour e en oders often issue quantizer indi es with more than
ve bits.
An eÆ ient implementation of the APP-algorithm is possible, if a binary hannel
ode with a regular trellis with a small number of states is used6 . This will be
assumed in the sequel. Still, the quantizer-indi es are non-binary: In general they
onsist of arbitrary numbers of bits. In order to be able to eÆ iently ompute aposteriori probabilities for the output data bits of the hannel ode, but to exploit
the orrelations of the bits of the non-binary indi es, the iterative sour e- hannel
de oding (ISCD) an be used. It has been introdu ed in [16℄, [17℄ for hannel odes

with systemati en oders. However, this restri tion is not ne essary as we will see
in the more general framework in the sequel.
The basi idea of iterative sour e- hannel de oding is to use a binary hannel
ode and to simplify the omputation of the index APPs (10) in su h a way, that
the APP-algorithm [11℄ (BCJR-algorithm) an be eÆ iently applied to exploit the
hannel- ode redundan ies, while the bit- orrelations, whi h are ontained in the
index a-priori probabilities (15), are still utilized for the omputation of the index
APPs (7).

As a onsequen e of this idea, the term p V~k j Ikj =j ; V~0k 1 in (10), that ontains

the hannel- ode redundan ies and whi h is given by the highly omplex formula
(14), must be approximated by the bit APPs P (C ) ijl:k = jl jV~0k ) (or some other
6

This is the ase for the frequently used binary onvolutional odes with short onstraint-length.
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quantity, that an be eÆ iently omputed by the APP-algorithm). The supers ript
\(C)" is introdu ed, to identify quantities that belong to the APP-algorithm for
hannel de oding. In the next se tion, this algorithm is analyzed in some detail in
order to break up the re ursion (10), (14), and (15) into two onstituent algorithms
that operate iteratively with drasti ally lower omplexity than the optimal s heme.
A. General Des ription of the Symbol-by-Symbol APP-algorithm

The symbol-by-symbol APP-algorithm for de oding of a binary hannel ode
(i.e., the ode symbols are bits) omputes the bit APPs
P (C ) (ijl;k =jl j V~k ) ; j = 1; 2; :::; M; l = 1; 2; :::; N j :

(16)

The probability of ea h data bit ijl;k is \ onditioned" on the whole re eived hannelword7 V~k (and on the underlying ode onstraints). In (16) the same (a little
omplex) bit-notation as above was used, to make the results of this se tion dire tly
appli able in the rest of the paper.
The bit APPs (16) an be rewritten as the marginal probability-distribution
X

X

X

X

P (Vk() jV~k ) =
:::
P (C ) (ijl;k =jl jV~k ) =
:::
82S: jl =jl
82S: jl =jl

P (Vk() ) ~ ()
p(Vk jVk ) : (17)
p(V~k )

The a-priori probability P (Vk() ) of the ode word an be repla ed by the produ t
m
of the a-priori probabilities Pa(C ) (im
l;k =l ) of the data-bits, if the latter are assumed
7

From the hannel- oding point of view, there is no need for the time index k that identi es adja ent

odewords, be ause the hannel de oder only exploits the redundan ies within one ode word to ompute
the output bit -APPs (16). The latter only have a time index, be ause the a-priori information, that is
passed to the hannel de oder, depends on the previously transmitted odewords due to the orrelation
of the sour e-en oder indi es.
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to be mutually independent (whi h is not true in our setup). Therefore, we obtain:
m

M Y
N
Y
1 X X ~
()
(C )
m
~
P (i = j Vk ) = ~
p(Vk j Vk )
Pa(C ) (im
:::
;k = ) : (18)
p(Vk ) 82S: j =j
m=1  =1
j
l;k

j
l

l

l

Finally, (18) an be rewritten as
P (C ) (ijl;k =jl j V~k ) = Pa(C ) (ijl;k =jl ) 

1 X X ~
p(Vk j Vk() )
:::
~
p(Vk ) 82S: j =j

M Y
Nm
Y
m=1;  =1
m6=j

l

l

Pa (i = ) 
(C )

m
l;k

m
l

j

N
Y
=1;
6=l

Pa(C ) (ij;k =j ) : (19)

The bit APPs given by this formula an be eÆ iently omputed by the APPalgorithm in [11℄, if the hannel ode is appropriately stru tured.
For the appli ation in an iterative de oding s heme it is onvenient to de ne
(C )

Per

j
(C ) j
1 X X ~
 P (il;k =l j V~k )
=
p(Vk j Vk() )
:::
(i = ) =
(C ) j
j
~
p(Vk ) 82S: j =j
Pa (il;k =l )
j
l;k

j
l

M Y
Nm
Y
m=1;  =1
m6=j

l

l

Pa (i = ) 
(C )

m
l;k

m
l

j

N
Y
=1;
6=l

Pa(C ) (ij;k =j ) ; (20)

using (19) for the se ond equality. This quantity ontains the information on the
data bits, that has been derived by the APP-de oder by exploiting the re eived
hannel word V~k and the hannel- ode redundan ies, i.e., it ontains the extrinsi
[22℄ and the re eived hannel information. The a-priori information Pa(C ) (ijl;k = jl )
is removed (by the division in (20)) in order to extra t the new information that
an be used by further onstituent de oders without feeding ba k information to
them that they produ ed themselves or that they have already used.
Sin e, due to the orrelations of adja ent indi es in the system model, the index
a-priori probabilities depend on the previously re eived hannel words, the notation
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is formally adapted to that by setting

and


Pa(C ) (ijl;k =jl ) = P ijl;k =jl j V~0k 1

(21)

P (C ) (ijl;k =jl j V~0k )
Per(C ) (ijl;k =jl ) =
 :
Pa(C ) ijl;k =jl

(22)

B. Derivation of Iterative Sour e-Channel De oding (ISCD)

Sin e we would like to make the APP-algorithm for de oding of a binary hannel
odes, as summarized in se tion IV-A, appli able in a sour e- hannel de oding
s heme that involves non-binary quantizer indi es, we have to
 nd appropriate bit a-priori information for the APP-algorithm.
 nd a way to use the bit -based output-information of the APP-de oder

in sour e- hannel de oding.
As a rst step towards the solution of these two problems, the left-hand side of
(14) is reformulated:
p V~k j I = ; V0
j
k

j ~k 1




p V~k ; Ikj =j ; V~0k 1
=
 :
p Ikj =j ; V~0k 1

(23)

Now, in the numerator and in the denominator, the index probabilities are approximated by the produ t over the orresponding bit probabilities:
j

N
Y



p V~k j Ikj =j ; V~0k 1  p(C ) V~k j Ikj =j ; V~0k 1 =


p(C ) V~k ; ijl;k =jl ; V~0k 1

l=1
Nj
Y
l=1

p(C ) ijl;k


=j ; V~ k 1
l

:

0

(24)

Thus, the mutual dependen ies of the bits, whi h result from the residual redundan ies in the quantizer indi es, are negle ted. Sin e, later on, the approximately
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omputed quantities will vary within iterations, the iteration- ounter  = 1; 2; :::
has been introdu ed in (24). The latter equation an be rewritten as
j

N
Y


p(C ) V~k j Ikj =j ; V~0k 1 =

Nj

l=1

Y
l=1

P(C ) ijl;k =jl j V~0k

P(C ) ijl;k =jl j





V~ k 1
0

 p V~0k
p




V~ k 1
0



N
P C ijl;k =jl j V~0k
V~0k Y
=

 :
p V~0k 1 l P C ijl;k =jl j V~0k 1

p

j

(

(

(25)

)

)

(26)

=1

If we insert (26) into (10) we obtain
p
P (I = j V~0k ) =
j
k

j







N
Y

P C ijl;k =jl j V~0k
p V~0k
V~0k 1
j
j



P
I
=




a
k
p V~0k
p V~0k 1 l P C ijl;k =jl j V~0k 1

j

(

(

)

)

=1

(27)

as the approximation of P (Ikj = j j V~0k ). The use of the bit a-priori probabilities
(21) and the de nition (22) leads to
P (Ikj =j j V~0k ) =

"

j

N
Y
l=1

#
(C ) j
Per;
(il;k =jl )

 Pa



Ikj = j :

(28)

(C ) j
It should be noti ed that the probabilities Per;
(il;k = jl ) are given by (20), whi h

is omputed by the APP-algorithm for hannel de oding. The formula (28) is
strongly similar to the one that is used in the Optimal-Estimation (OE) algorithm
[14℄, that has been introdu ed in [9℄ for soft-bit sour e de oding: Instead of a
pure hannel-term that inserts the reliabilities of the re eived index-bits into the
estimation, we have a modi ed hannel-term in (28) (between the bra kets) that
in ludes the reliabilities of the re eived bits and the additional information derived
by the APP-algorithm from the hannel- ode redundan ies. Thus, APP hannel
de oding produ es a more reliable \virtual" hannel for the OE-algorithm. For
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the on atenated ode, that onsists of the expli it hannel ode and the impli it
index-dependen ies, the APP-algorithm and the OE-algorithm are the onstituent
de oders in the iterative de oding s heme des ribed in the sequel.
In the rst \iteration", i.e.,  = 1, the bit a-priori probabilities for the APPalgorithm an be omputed from the index a-priori probabilities a ording to
X



Pa;(C1 ) ijl;k =jl =



Pa Ikj =j :

8j 2S j :jl =jl

(29)

This is all available a-priori information, before the rst run of the APP-algorithm
for hannel de oding. Similar as in (15), the index a-priori probabilities are given
by
 X
Pa Ikj =j =
P (Ikj =j jIkj 1 =j ) P 0(Ikj 1 =j jV~0k 1) ;
(30)
|
{z
}
j
j
8 2S
Markov-model
with the di eren e, that the term P 0 (I j =j jV~ k 1 ) denotes the index APPs from
k

1

0

the previous time k 1 that resulted from (28) after the last iteration. It should
be noti ed that the index a-priori probabilities (30) are xed quantities within the
iterations, i.e., they have to be omputed only on e at ea h time k.
Using the index APPs that result from (28), the mean square estimations X~ kj
for transmitted signals ould now be determined by (6). However, the index APPs
are only approximations of the optimal values, sin e the bit a-priori informations,
that were used for hannel de oding, did not ontain the mutual dependen ies of
the bits: They were \summed away" in (29).
The idea how to improve the a ura y of the index APPs is taken over from
iterative de oding of turbo odes [23℄: From the intermediate results for the index
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APPs derived from (28), new bit APPs are omputed by
P(S ) (ijl;k =jl j V~0k ) =

X

P (Ikj =j j V~0k ) :

(31)

8j 2S j :jl =jl

The supers ript \(S)" was introdu ed, sin e (31) is omputed after sour e de oding
(whi h in luded the results of the previous hannel-de oding step). Inserting (28)
into (31) leads to
(S )

P

(i = j V~0k ) =
j
l;k

j
l

X

j
k

Pa I = 

8j 2S j :jl =jl

j



j

N
Y



 =1



(C )
ij;k =j ;
Per;

(32)

whi h equals
(S )

P


(C )
ijl;k =jl 
(i = j V~0k ) = Per;
j
l;k

j
l

X

j
k

Pa I = 

8j 2S j :jl =jl

j

j

N
 Y



 =1;
 6=l



(C )
ij;k =j :
Per;

(33)
By de nition of the extrinsi bit probabilities
(S )

Pe;

(S ) j
j
k
 P (il;k =l j V~0 )
(i = ) =
;

(C )
ijl;k =jl
Per;

j
l;k

j
l

(34)

(33) an be written as
(S )

j
l;k

j
l

Pe; (i = ) =

X

j
k

Pa I = 

8j 2S j :jl =jl

j





j

N
Y
 =1;
 6=l



(C )
ij;k =j :
Per;

(35)

A omparison of (35) and (29) reveals, that both equation are stru turally similar. In both equations a summation is arried out over the a-priori probabilities
of the index with the xed realization jl

2 f0; 1g for the index-bit ijl;k .

While in

(29) no further information on the bit ijl;k was available, now, after the run of the
(C ) j
APP hannel de oder, additional information Per;
(il;k = jl ) on the bits has been

omputed. Our intention is to provide the APP hannel de oder with improved
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a-priori information for the next iteration. Therefore, the information, whi h is
(C ) j
given by Per;
(il;k ), should not be in luded in the new a-priori information for this

bit, sin e it has been generated by the APP hannel de oder itself. This is the
reason, why it has been ex luded in the de nition (35) of the extrinsi informa(C ) j
tion. On the other hand, the hannel-de oder output-information Per;
(i;k ),  6= l,

on the other bits is used in (35) to weight the index a-priori probabilities before
(S ) j
summing them up. This way, new (extrinsi ) information Pe;
(il;k ) is omputed

ompared to (29), be ause additional knowledge on the data bit ijl;k an be derived
(C ) j
from the probabilities Per;
(i;k ),  =
6 l, and the oupling of the index-bits by the

index a-priori probabilities. For the next iteration, whi h starts with a new run of

the APP-algorithm, the required new a-priori information is therefore given by
(S ) j
(C )
j
j
j 
i
=
Pa;
l;k
l = Pe; (il;k =l ) :
+1

(36)

Finally, the iteration ounter is in remented, i.e.,  !  + 1, and the next iteration
is started.
Iterative sour e- hannel de oding (ISCD) an be summarized as follows:
1. At ea h time k, ompute the initial index a-priori probabilities by (30).
2. Insert the results from step 1 in (29) to determine the bit a-priori information
for the APP hannel de oder for the rst iteration.
3. Set the iteration ounter to one, i.e.,  = 1.
4. Perform APP hannel de oding by an eÆ ient realization of (20).
5. Sour e de oding through Optimal Estimation by inserting the results of APP
hannel de oding into (28) to ompute new (temporary) index APPs.
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6. If this was the last iteration, pro eed with step 10, otherwise ontinue with 7
7. Use (31) and (34) to ompute extrinsi bit information from the sour e- ode
redundan ies.
8. Set the extrinsi information from step 7 equal to the new a-priori information
for the APP hannel de oder in the next iteration, i.e., perform (36).
9. In rement the iteration ounter, i.e.,  !  + 1, and pro eed with step 4
10. Estimate the re eiver output signals by (6) using the index APPs from step 5
C. Implementation of Iterative Sour e-Channel De oding

An iterative sour e- hannel de oder that works as summarized at the end of the
previous se tion is depi ted in Fig. 2. It dire tly ts into the transmission system
in Fig. 1.
Soft-In/Soft-Out Channel De oder

(C )
a; +1 (

L
L
V~k

 (Ik ))

E
= 4 Ns
0

Interleaver

L

Delay (one
T
iteration step)

L  V~k

APP-Algorithm
(BCJR-Algo.)

L(C ) ( (Ik ))



1

De-Interleaver

(S )

(C )
a; +1 (



+

Ik ) = Le; (Ik )
-

-

(C )
(Ik )
L(C ) (Ik ) La;

L(C ) (Ik )

=

(C )
Ler;

(S )

+L



(Ik )

L(S ) (IkM )
M
U
X
D
E
M
U
X

L(S ) (Ik1 )
(C )
(Ik1 )
Ler;

Optimal
Estimation

(C )
(IkM )
Ler;
Optimal

Estimation

x

Fig. 2. Iterative sour e- hannel de oding | De odage iteratif sour e- anal

The iterative sour e- hannel de oder onsists of two onstituent de oders: The
APP-algorithm for hannel de oding and the Optimal-Estimation algorithm for
sour e-de oding. Both were des ribed in the previous se tion. As usual in iterative
de oding s hemes, they are denoted as Soft-In/Soft-Out de oders (SISO de oders),
sin e both pro ess and issue bit-reliability informations (\soft-values").
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The soft-values that are passed between the SISO de oders in Fig. 2 are not the
probabilities from the previous se tion, but log-likelihood-ratios (L-values, [22℄),
whi h are dire tly related to them. For instan e, the extrinsi L-value from the
SISO sour e de oder for the bit ijl;k in the iteration with the number  is de ned by
(S )

j

P (il;k = 0)
Le; (i ) = log e;
;
(S ) j
Pe;
(il;k = 1)
(S )

j
l;k

(37)

using the natural logarithm. The other L-values are related to the orresponding
probabilities in a similar fashion. In order to simplify the drawing, ve tors L(Ik )
of L-values that orrespond to the index set de ned in (4) are noted in Fig. 2, i.e.:

L(Ik ) = L(ijl;k ); j = 1; :::; M; l = 1; :::; N j :

(38)

The advantage of L-values is, that they ause less numeri al problems than
probability-values in the implementation of algorithms with nite word-length on
a digital omputer. The BCJR-algorithm, an eÆ ient implementation of the APPalgorithm, e.g., for de oding of binary onvolutional hannel odes, an be ompletely arried out in the L-value domain (Log-MAP-algorithm, [24℄). The use of
su h an algorithm is assumed in Fig. 2. The re eived hannel values v~l;k are onverted to L-values at the input of the SISO hannel de oder by multipli ation with
the fa tor L = 4 NEs0 . This follows from the de nition of the L-values, the p.d.f. (1),
and the usual assumption that the ode-bits are equally likely:
L(~vl;k ) = log

P (vl;k = 0jv~l;k )
p (~vl;k jvl;k = 0)
E
= log
= 4 s v~l;k :
P (vl;k = 1jv~l;k )
p (~vl;k jvl;k = 1)
N0

(39)

Sin e the SISO sour e de oder, as it has been stated above, pro esses probabilities, the interfa e to the APP-algorithm operating in the L-value domain is shortly
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dis ussed in the sequel:
The omputation of the index APPs by the Optimal-Estimation algorithm (28)
(C ) j
requires the bit-probabilities Per;
(il;k = jl ), l = 1; :::; N j . The latter an be om(C )
puted from the output L-values Ler;
(ijl;k ) of the SISO hannel de oder by



(C )
exp Ler;
(ijl;k )
(C ) j
j
Per; (il;k =l ) =
 exp
C) j 
1 + exp L(er;
(il;k )



C) j
L(er;
(il;k )  jl ; jl

2 f0; 1g

(40)

by inversion of the L-value de nition (37). Sin e the Optimal-Estimation algorithm
omputes the produ t over all these probabilities for one index, this operation an
be simpli ed by inserting (40) into (28), i.e.,
P (I =j j V~0k ) = D
j
k

j
k



"

j

N
Y

exp



Ler; (i )  
(C )

l=1

j
l;k

j
l



#

 Pa



Ikj = j ;

(41)

with the normalizing onstant


j

(C )
exp Ler;
(ijl;k )
;
D =
(C )
j 
l=1 1 + exp Ler; (il;k )

j
k

N
Y

(42)

that does not depend on the variable j . Now, the produ t in (41) an be turned
into a summation in the L-value domain, i.e.:
P (Ikj =j j V~0k ) = Dkj  exp

j

N
X
l=1

C) j
L(er;
(il;k )  jl

!

 Pa



Ikj = j :

(43)

Thus, the L-values from the SISO hannel de oder an be integrated into the
Optimal-Estimation algorithm for SISO sour e de oding without onverting the
single L-values ba k to probabilities if (43) is used instead of (28). This is a
simpli ation that also has numeri al advantages. Additionally, the left-hand side
of (43) is a probability that must sum up to one over all index-realizations j 2 S j .
Hen e, the onstant Dkj an be omputed from this ondition instead of using (42).
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The omputation of new bit APPs within the iterations is still arried out by
(S ) j
(31), but the derivation of the extrinsi L-values Le;
(il;k ), that are issued by SISO

sour e de oder, an be simpli ed, sin e (34) requires a division whi h is turned into
a simple subtra tion in the L-value-domain:
(C ) j
P(S ) (ijl;k = 0 j V~0k )=Per;
(il;k = 0)

Le; (i ) = log (S ) j
= L(S ) (ijl;k )
(
C
)
j
k
~
P (il;k = 1 j V0 )=Per; (il;k = 1)
(S )

j
l;k

(C )
Ler;
(ijl;k ) :

(44)

C) j
Thus, in the whole ISCD algorithm the L-values L(er;
(il;k ) from the SISO hannel
(C ) j
de oder are used and the probabilities Per;
(il;k =jl ) are no longer required.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Independent Gaussian random signals were orrelated by a rst-order re ursive
low-pass lter ( oeÆ ient a = 0:9) in order to generate the signals Xkj ; j = 1; :::; M.
In the rst simulations 5-bit optimal s alar quantizers (i.e., N j = 5 8j) were used
as sour e en oders. Their output-bits were spread by a random-interleaver at ea h
time k and afterwards they were ommonly hannel-en oded by a terminated rate1/2 re ursive systemati onvolutional ode (RSC- ode8 , [23℄). The odewords were
transmitted over the AWGN- hannel.
In the rst simulation M =2 signals and a terminated memory-2 rate-1/2 RSChannel- ode9 were onsidered ( ode-rate R = 10=24). The results are depi ted in
Fig. 3. The mean SNR (averaged over all signals) is plotted over Eb =N0 , the ratio
of the energy Eb per transmitted data -bit and the one-sided power spe tral density
N0 of the hannel-noise.
8
9

Re ursive Systemati Convolutional Codes, [23℄
Generator polynomials: g0 (D) = 1+D+D2 and g1 (D) = 1+D2 ; g0 (D) was used for the feedba k part.
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M=2, 5 bit per index, a=0.9, Mem−2 RSC−Code, R=10/24
30

mean SNR / dB

25
20
opt. JSCD
ISCD, 10 it.
ISCD, 2 it.
ISCD, 1 it.
BCJR−OE
OE
BCJR

15
10
5
0
−2

Eb/N0 / dB →
0

2

4

6

8

Fig. 3.

Performan e of iterative and optimal joint sour e- hannel de oding. Transmission of

M

= 2 auto orrelated signals (a = 0:9) in parallel. | Performan es des de odages onjoints

sour e- anal iteratif et optimal. Transmission de

M

= 2 signaux auto- orrelees (a = 0:9) en

parallele.

Clearly, the \optimal JSCD" de oder works best, followed by the iterative deoding ( urves \ISCD"). It should be noti ed that the di eren e between the \opt.
JSCD" and the \ISCD"- urves is only due to the approximations in the iterative
de oding s heme, i.e., the negle t of the bit- orrelations of the quantizer indi es in
(24) and (31).
An additional de oder was realized ( urve \BCJR-OE") whi h used the BCJRalgorithm for hannel de oding with \zero" a-priori information followed by Optimal Estimation (OE) for sour e de oding, i.e., the s heme had the same onstituent
algorithms as ISCD. Due to its better initialization ISCD outperforms the \BCJROE"-de oder, even if only one iteration is arried out. In ontrast to \BCJR-OE",
ISCD utilizes the time-based orrelations of the index-bits for hannel de oding.
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Obviously, ISCD an not take advantage of the mutual dependen ies of the indexbits, sin e the performan e hardly in reases with the number of iterations. This
an be explained by the short length of the hannel ode whi h does not allow sufient interleaving10 to make the extrinsi bit-information from the sour e de oder
\virtually" independent for the hannel de oder.
It is known that the performan e of on atenated odes and their iterative de oding s hemes is better, if a ode with \long" odewords is used. Therefore, a similar
simulation as above was arried out, but with M = 50 ommonly hannel-en oded
indi es and a terminated memory-4 RSC- ode11 ( ode-rate R = 250=508). The
results are depi ted in Fig. 4: Now, the se ond iteration leads to a strong improvement ompared to \ISCD, 1 it." and \BCJR-OE", i.e., the mutual orrelations of
the bits an be exploited in part by the iterative de oding s heme. Unfortunately,
the simulation of the optimal de oder (in luding the interleaver) is too omplex in
this ase, so a omparison with the best possible performan e of the on atenated
ode (without the approximations inherent in ISCD) an not be arried out.
It is interesting to noti e that more than two iterations do not signi antly
in rease the SNR in Fig. 4. This is due to the \short" sour e odewords, whi h
onsist of just ve bits, so that they in uen e only a small number of RSC- ode-bits.
In Fig. 5 the results of a simulation similar to the previous one are shown.
The di eren e is that the sour e signal is only weakly auto orrelated by setting
10

One should re all that the length of the interleaver is limited to the number of information bits at

ea h time k in order to avoid additional delay.
11
Generator polynomials: g0 (D) = 1+ D3 + D4 and g1 (D) = 1+ D + D3 + D4 ; g0 (D) was used for the
feedba k part.
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M=50, 5 bit per index, a=0.9, Mem−4 RSC−Code, R=250/508
30

mean SNR / dB

25
20
15

ISCD, 10 it.
ISCD, 2 it.
ISCD, 1 it.
BCJR−OE
OE
BCJR

10
5

Eb/N0 / dB →

0
−2

0

2

4

6

8

Fig. 4. Performan e of iterative sour e- hannel de oding and its onstituent algorithms. Transmission of

M

=50 auto orrelated signals (a = 0:9) in parallel. | Performan es du de odage

onjoint sour e- anal iteratif, et de ses de odeurs onstitutifs. Transmission de

M

= 50 sig-

naux auto- orrelees (a = 0:9) en parallele.

the low-pass- lter oeÆ ient to a = 0:5. This time, there is almost no di eren e
between \BCJR-OE" and \ISCD, 1 it.". This means, that the bits have almost
no auto orrelation. Qualitatively, the behavior of ISCD is the same as above. The
se ond iteration produ es a gain (a small one in this ase) but more than two
iterations again do not further in rease the performan e. Here, the gain by the
se ond iteration is due to the well known [25℄ non-uniform probability distribution
of the indi es at the output of an optimal quantizer, whi h leads to bit- orrelations
in the quantizer index that an only be exploited by the iterations.
In Fig. 6 the in uen e of the interleaver on the performan e of ISCD is investigated. For this purpose a terminated memory-6 rate-1/2 RSC- ode12 was used
12

Generator polynomials: g0 (D) = 1+ D2 + D3 + D5 + D6 and g1 (D) = 1+ D + D2 + D3 + D6 ; g0 (D) was

used for the feedba k part.
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M=50, 5 bit per index, a=0.5, Mem−4 RSC−Code, R=250/508
30

mean SNR / dB

25
20
15

ISCD, 10 it.
ISCD, 2 it.
ISCD, 1 it.
BCJR−OE
OE
BCJR

10
5
0
−2

Eb/N0 / dB →
0

2

4

6

8

Fig. 5. Performan e of iterative sour e- hannel de oding and its onstituent algorithms. Transmission of

M

=50 auto orrelated signals (a = 0:5) in parallel. | Performan es du de odage

onjoint sour e- anal iteratif, et de ses de odeurs onstitutifs. Transmission de

M

= 50 sig-

naux auto- orrelees (a = 0:5) en parallele.

and the sour e signals were quantized by 4 bits. The lter- oeÆ ient was set to
a = 0:9, i.e., the signals were strongly auto orrelated. The performan e of ISCD
with 2 iterations was ompared for M = 15 indi es (resulting in 60 data bits)
and M = 100 indi es (resulting in 400 data bits), in both ases with a random
interleaver and without an interleaver. Fig. 6 shows that the appli ation of an
interleaver signi antly improves the performan e of ISCD. The gain13 gets larger
with in reasing blo k length.
13

Even if no interleaver is used, a gain aused by the in reasing blo k-length an be observed. The

reason is that the rate-loss due to the tail-bits of the terminated onvolutional ode is smaller if the
blo k-length is enlarged (Eb =N0 is noted on the x-axis, where Eb is the energy per transmitted data -bit.).
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4 bit per index, a=0.9, Mem−6 RSC−Code, ISCD, 2 iterations
25

mean SNR / dB
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Fig. 6.

Eb/N0 / dB →
−0.5

0
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1
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2

2.5

3

Performan e of iterative sour e- hannel de oding for several blo k lengths and inter-

leavers. | Performan es du de odage sour e- anal iteratif pour plusieurs longueurs de blo s
et entrela eurs.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

Iterative sour e- hannel de oding was stated in a generalized framework for ommuni ation systems that use binary hannel odes. It was derived from the optimal
joint de oding algorithm by insertion of an approximation, that allows to de ompose the optimal s heme into two onstituent algorithms, namely the well-known
symbol-by-symbol APP-algorithm for the hannel-de oding part and the OptimalEstimation algorithm for the sour e-de oding part. Both algorithms are applied
alternately in several iterations to ompensate for the loss of performan e due to
the approximation and they exploit only \their" type of redundan y, i.e., either
the hannel- ode redundan ies (APP-algorithm), or the residual redundan ies in
the sour e-en oder indi es (OE-algorithm).
In the simulations, in whi h onvolutional hannel odes were used, it was shown,
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that ISCD a hieves a strongly better quality of transmission than its onstituent
algorithms applied only on e. Furthermore, the appli ation of a random interleaver
leads to a signi antly better performan e ompared to a system without an interleaver. Both the absolute performan e of ISCD and the gain due to the interleaver
grow if the blo k length is in reased. In all simulations only two iterations were
required to nearly a hieve the maximum performan e.
Overall, ISCD works best in appli ations where long blo ks of orrelated data bits
are transmitted. It is well suited for a ombination with pra ti al sour e- ode s for
spee h, audio, and image signals, be ause it exploits the remaining redundan ies in
a systemati way and the quantizer-indi es are allowed to have di erent, arbitrary
numbers of bits. Additionally, it o ers s alable omplexity at the de oder, sin e it
is up to the system designer if he wants to perform iterations or not.
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